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Factors Affecting Conversation Design for Digital Political 

Personae 

 

Abstract 

Digital political personae are common on social media, representing a potential avenue to 

inform and engage citizens in political conversation. While personae that function as a digital 

extension of politicians and commentators are clearly identifiable, large numbers of automated 

personae of limited sophistication also engage in political exchanges in online spaces. Despite their 

prevalence, little prior work has addressed conversation design approaches to maximise the 

effectiveness of digital political personae in their interactions with users. 

A review of the literature highlighted a range of approaches for effective use of digital tools in 

political contexts, including strategies for conveying information, sustaining engagement and 

employing and responding to emotive language on polarising topics. Examination of interactions with 

existing political personae on social media revealed that many of these approaches were limited or 

absent from the current conversational paradigm. 

Chatbot software was used to explore methods that would address the issues identified with 

existing digital political personae through an iterative design process. A layered interaction scenario 

was developed that supports branching political conversation on a central topic, with a base of 

secondary topics to enhance the utility of the persona. The conversation design developed 

incorporates lessons from the literature on use of effective digital tools for political conversation, and 

has the potential to engage and inform large numbers of participants, as well as gather information 

from them for analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

This research project will determine the factors affecting engagement with a chatbot persona, 

specifically in the area of political discourse. We hope to derive a list of conversation design criteria 

affecting conversation and engagement for digital political personae, and develop a platform that 

allows the effects of these criteria on user interactions to be further investigated. The project builds on 

the prior work ‘SAM: Virtual Politician’ (Langelaar, Gerritsen, & Smith, 2017), which used a chatbot 

to engage users in conversation from the perspective of a simulated digital politician. 

The research project seeks to answer the question: 

How can we approach conversation design to inform and engage people interacting with 

digital political personae? 

Governments and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are increasingly investing in the 

research and development of technological solutions to address issues around trust and engagement in 

political systems, while citizens are using existing digital platforms to organically solve the same 

problems. 

One avenue being explored is the creation of digital political personae, either to promote a 

specific position or to act as an impartial actor with the aim of raising trust and engagement across the 

system as a whole, as seen in the SAM project (Langelaar et al., 2017). 

Artificial personae governed by programming, machine learning or artificial intelligence are 

increasingly common (López, Quesada, & Guerrero, 2017), though there are presently few 

sophisticated examples, and none of them are openly operating in the political sphere. As machine 

learning and AI-driven personae become increasingly common, we may expect their incorporation 

into e-government initiatives as part of a broader push to expand voter engagement and participation. 

Understanding the conversation design factors that affect user interactions with such personae 

will be crucial to their success or failure. 

Design factors for digital personae 

Digital personae require the combination of several technologies to function effectively, as well 

as a brand presence. We will focus on the technological and conversational aspects of digital 

personae, while keeping “branding” factors such as colour and graphical presentation constant. For 

example, some colours have particularly strong political associations, which may trigger strong 

emotional responses depending on the political identity of the user (Sawer, 2007), impacting 

interactions with the persona. Accordingly, neutral graphical presentation will be assumed, to focus 

on the factors affecting conversation design. 

AI & Machine Learning 

The artificial digital personae discussed in this paper rely on natural language processing, 

which may be powered by several different forms of artificial intelligence. An artificially intelligent 

system may be defined as any system that mimics intelligent behaviour, including responding to its 

environment and learning from it (Russell & Norvig, 2010). AI for natural language processing may 
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employ human defined rules and responses, data-driven statistical and probabilistic methods and 

artificial neural networks (Otter, Medina, & Kalita, 2016). 

Human-defined responses allow for predetermined responses to textual or speech input, with 

the interaction governed by predefined rules. This approach does not employ statistical analysis or 

learning systems, and the impression of intelligence is limited by what can be foreseen when 

responses are defined. 

Statistical and probabilistic methods use analysis of large datasets to better recognise system 

input and determine appropriate responses. Machine learning approaches allow for input recognition 

and outputs to evolve over time within defined rules. 

Artificial neural networks employed in natural processing transform an input through 

processing in a number of hidden layers before generating an output. The “neurons” in these layers 

can perform weighted transformations, allowing for simultaneous analysis and interpretation of 

different aspects of the input. Neural networks require training using large datasets to develop a series 

of transformations that will produce the desired output. Recurrent neural networks are heavily used in 

natural language processing because they have the ability to “remember” previous inputs. A network 

that does not remember the previous input will respond to each new input in isolation, limiting the 

potential for human-like dialogue (Otter et al., 2016). 

Commercial and open source natural language processing tools based on statistical methods or 

artificial neural networks are increasingly common, allowing for easy creation of a chatbot-driven 

digital persona. However, using neural networks to create purely generative dialogue has proven 

challenging even for well-resourced, high-profile artificial personae like Microsoft’s Tay, which was 

swiftly shut down after learning racist and offensive dialogue from users (Buiten, 2019). A persona 

based on predefined intents, rules and conversation design allows for different design factors to be 

explored without complex programming. 

Persona control and coding 

Commercially available and open-source chatbot software allows chatbot designers to control 

the flow of conversation between users and the chatbot. Several concepts are commonly found in 

most chatbot design: 

● Intents allow the chatbot to recognise user intent based on their input. 

● Entities allow the chatbot to store and retrieve information based on prior input 

● Dialogues are the responses delivered by a chatbot to a given input or combination of inputs 

and entities 

● Links and structure control how the conversation moves from dialogue to dialogue. 

Control of these factors may be accomplished through coding directly in the chatbot interface, 

through uploading pre-prepared files in common file formats such as .json, or through a graphic user 

interface (Mattka, 2019). 

A common feature of chatbots is the ability to “train” them based on user inputs. This is not 

equivalent to statistical training using artificial neural networks or AI; rather it is linking an input that 

the chatbot does not recognise to a predefined intent. This allows the chatbot to trigger dialogue based 

on this intent when the unrecognised phrase - or similar phrases as determined by the NLP software - 

are encountered in future. 
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Platform 

A functioning chatbot requires a platform to interact with users and other entities. A platform 

provides an interface for users to interact with the chatbot, and exchanges inputs and responses with 

natural language processing functions. Some chatbot software allows for simplified deployment to 

specific platforms, while other platforms require the creation of middleware to exchange code 

between platforms and back-end processing functions. 

Typically, chatbots are deployed via one of three types of platform: 

• Social media websites 

• Messaging applications 

• Direct deployment on a website 

The lines between these platforms may be blurred. A chatbot deployed via Facebook 

Messenger is effectively accessible via Facebook itself (as a social media platform), via the 

standalone Facebook Messenger application, and may also be deployed directly on a website by 

embedding a Facebook Messenger chat widget into the page. 

Chatbots are generally employed for a specific purpose, such as providing information or taking 

orders or reservations. The mix of platforms they are deployed on will depend on the marketing or 

engagement strategy of the parent organisation. 

Visual design 

User sentiment towards a digital persona or chatbot will be affected by the degree of alignment 

between a user’s own preferences and the perceived “brand personality” of the persona or chatbot. 

Aaker (1997) defines five core dimensions of brand personality: 

• Sincerity 

• Excitement 

• Competence 

• Sophistication 

• Ruggedness 

Visual design factors, such as the presentation of the chatbot’s interface, choice of fonts, layout 

and graphics will contribute to perception of these dimensions, and therefore to user perception of the 

chatbot. The effect of visual design factors on the perception of digital political personae is a broad 

topic that merits more detailed investigation than can be covered here. Employing neutral visual 

design approaches allows the brand personality of the chatbot to be defined and driven by 

conversation design factors. 
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Conversation design 

Conversation design also contributes to brand personality as described by Aaker (1997). The 

structure and content of conversation during interaction with digital personae is the primary 

mechanism by which information is conveyed to users. Understanding the factors that affect 

conversation design for chatbots is essential to constructing effective interaction scenarios with 

potential users. 

This project will attempt to determine the conversation design factors affecting human 

interaction with existing digital personae. Once identified, these factors will be explored using an 

iterative design approach to develop an understanding of how decisions surrounding interaction 

design can impact digitally mediated conversation in a chatbot scenario. 
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2. Literature Review 

A review of the literature on digitally mediated political conversation 

Modern political institutions have been criticised as being ill-equipped to legislate effectively in 

the face of rapid technological and social change. Although roughly half of the world’s peoples live in 

democratic societies, many are characterised by declining engagement, ineffective representation, 

increasing partisanship and a lack of political transparency. Against this backdrop, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that public confidence in political institutions is falling around the world, and democracy 

is experiencing a steady erosion as a result (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2017). 

Governments and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are increasingly investing in the 

research and development of technological solutions to address these issues, while some citizens are 

using existing digital platforms to organically solve the same problems. This review will examine the 

literature to determine the criteria that will drive the creation of novel digital government or e-

government systems such as chatbots and digitally mediated conversations, looking specifically at 

four key areas: engagement and participation; representation; polarisation and populism and 

information and transparency. 

Engagement and participation 

One of the more obvious signs of modern political dysfunction is falling engagement and 

participation in democratic processes such as voting, and many e-government solutions set out to 

address this issue. Meneses et al. (2017) describe a typical approach to an e-participation Platform 

“México Participa,” designed to foster engagement by connecting citizens directly with candidates 

during the 2015 Mexico midterm election. The platform was deliberately kept simple and the 

mechanism for voicing political opinions was contextualised in a way that made intuitive sense to 

participants by using a similar grading scale to that found in the Mexican school system. The system 

gave users a direct channel to interact with politicians and give a “grade” reflecting their current 

perception of key issues, as well as provide free-form responses on the most important issue to them. 

Like many such systems, México Participa operated for a limited time with a fixed purpose due to 

lack of ongoing funding, resourcing and support, despite the success of the program in driving 

engagement among its users. 

Lukensmeyer (2017) observes that engagement and participation are among the most common 

aims for digital political tools, but suggests that this evinces a worrying underinvestment in tools that 

would drive higher-order engagement in public decision-making and deliberative democracy. 

However, Janowski (2015) describes a model of digital government that passes through several 
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stages, with Engagement as the penultimate stage before full digital maturity. In this case, the 

investment in participatory systems might be a positive sign that governments are following the 

journey towards digital maturity, with more complex systems likely to follow. 

Low engagement and participation are interrelated with the other issues identified in the 

literature. Inadequate representation leads to dissatisfaction, which increases partisan dysfunction and 

lowers participation, further widening the gap between citizens and representatives and leading to 

greater dissatisfaction and further reduced participation. 

Representation 

Lukensmeyer (2017) describes the driving force behind political dysfunction in America as “the 

fact that the collective citizen voice is no longer a primary driving force in the direction of the 

country.” Wealthy political donors, partisan redistricting and a lack of accurate news reporting have 

resulted in a political establishment that does a poor job of representing the average citizen. The rise 

of government that does not accurately reflect the will of the average citizen is a key driving factor 

behind low participation and engagement. However, digital media, particularly the Internet, provides 

the potential to create a deliberative public space in which meaningful political communication and 

opinion formation can occur. From such a space, citizens can hold decision-makers accountable, 

improving the representative fit between citizens and politicians (Dahlberg, 2011). 

The Obama administration attempted to create open online deliberative spaces with 

Change.gov, Ideascale and We The People, providing a common environment from which anyone 

could petition the government on issues that they felt passionately about, including calling out 

unfulfilled promises. However, the ability of citizens to engage in meaningful deliberation on these 

platforms was limited by their universalist, populist approach (Farina, Epstein, Heidt, & Newhart, 

2014). The low barrier to use and simplicity of some actions – such as voting a particular petition or 

idea up or down – required minimal investment and knowledge from participants, making it difficult 

to draw meaningful information from these actions. The Web 2.0 assumption was that, left to their 

own devices, citizens would curate and organise their own system (Bland & Reisdorf, 2012), from 

which information could be harvested for government purposes. 

However, few online civic spaces have had an observable impact on public policy and 

representation, as they have not been designed with robust mechanisms to translate public opinion 

into public policy or communicate the resulting changes to participating citizens. Gastil & Richards 

(2017) consider that “online engagement processes have had no visible impact on governmental 

legitimacy,” and that the often disconnected nature of these spaces serves to diffuse and lessen the 

impact of participation. The dissipation of civic energy required by engagement in disconnected 
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platforms, in addition to the lack of visible results, may further reduce enthusiasm and lower 

participation and engagement. 

In the case of Change.gov and Ideascale, a further hurdle to meaningful outcomes was that 

citizens were not well enough informed about the workings of government to be able to participate. In 

some cases, the digital system created was simply the conventional process made available online. 

Although putting the process online makes it easier for users to access rulemaking materials and 

processes and to submit comments, citizens still needed to understand the original process to be able 

to make meaningful contributions (Solivan & Farina 2013). After several months’ exposure to 

Ideascale some agencies abandoned the platform, as they were unable to justify the cost of analysing 

and responding to user participation against the limited value gained. 

Information and transparency 

Digital government systems are often seen as a tool for educating citizens and making political 

processes more transparent. However, government-led approaches often fail in one of two ways – 

they are either too open, producing little meaningful contribution due to a lack citizen knowledge 

(Solivan & Farina, 2013; Farina et al., 2014), or they are too closed, requiring participants to go to a 

specific online environment at a particular time, and interact with content or moderators in a 

prescribed way (Collin, 2015). 

Solivan and Farina (2013) analysed the information behaviour of participants on the political e-

rulemaking site RegulationRoom.org, and found the following informational barriers to participation: 

1. A lack of awareness that relevant political action is occurring, and that participation is 

possible. 

2. Information overload due to high quantities of complex or technical information. 

3. A lack of familiarity with the process, and a lack of understanding of how to participate 

effectively. 

They successfully employed several interventions to circumvent these issues, including: 

1. Triage – limiting the information displayed to the most relevant. 

2. Translation – simplifying the information to make it more understandable. 

3. Layering – making more complex information available through hyperlinks so those 

who would benefit from it were able to learn more. 

4. Indexing – similar to layering, the designers of RegulationRoom made all of the rules 

formerly and currently under consideration available in an index, so users could 

broaden their understanding if desired. 
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However, these interventions did not come without a cost, requiring heavier moderation of the 

website, its content and participants. Moderators were required to guide users towards information 

they might miss, encourage them to dig deeper into topics and point out connections to others’ work. 

Greater internet availability is associated with greater political knowledge and higher political 

engagement. This effect is most pronounced among citizens with low socio-economic status. This 

effect is likely due to the pervasive coverage of political stories across social media and digital news 

media. However, engagement overall is still low, and additional knowledge and engagement are 

largely the result of incidental learning during high-profile political events such as elections (Morris 

& Morris, 2013). 

Epstein & Leshed (2016) cautioned that based on the experience of RegulationRoom “effective 

online civic engagement in policymaking is a resource-intensive endeavour, particularly when it 

involves human facilitative moderation.” They suggest that future systems should be designed to 

accommodate participation by less knowledgeable citizens by employing more plain language and 

simpler presentation. Failure to do will inevitably result in the system designers acting as mediators 

between politicians and the public. 

Citizens have not waited for the government or NGOs to set up digital political resources.  

Collin (2015) notes that many non-government systems such as blogs, content creation platforms and 

peer-to-peer communication are used for civic and political engagement. However, these systems are 

reliant upon self-moderation and curation for informed and open-minded discussion to occur (Farina 

et al., 2014). These processes again rely on an educated, rational citizenry and are easily abused. 

Partisan participants can easily skew the direction and content of self-moderated platforms, resulting 

in rapid dissemination of inaccurate information. 

Polarisation and populism 

“The capacity to disseminate misinformation, wild conspiracy theories, to paint the opposition 

in wildly negative light without any rebuttal—that has accelerated in ways that much more sharply 

polarize the electorate and make it very difficult to have a common conversation.” – US President 

Barak Obama, in Remnick (2016). 

Polarisation is the last challenge for digital government, and it is enabled by each of the other 

three. Lack of perceived representation fuels polarised thinking, as citizens become more extreme in 

their views to differentiate themselves (Westfall, Van Boven, Chambers, & Judd, 2015). Low 

participation makes it easier for more polarising politicians to attain power (Lukensmeyer, 2017), 

while a lack of good information ill-equips citizens to resist the lure of demagogues (Mendes, 2016). 
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Ironically, higher polarisation appears to drive higher engagement; politicians with more 

extreme positions have more Twitter followers, even when controlling for traditional media exposure 

(Hong & Kim, 2016). In the US, Donald Trump’s successful candidacy for president relied in part on 

his more extreme positions, which strongly appealed to a segment of the American electorate 

(Mendes, 2016). When considering the rules for successful engagement derived from 

RegulationRoom (Solivan & Farina, 2013), it is apparent that many Trump supporters were resistant 

to complex information and lacked familiarity with the political process. Then-candidate Trump 

demonstrated that only triage and translation are necessary to keep supporters engaged – by limiting 

the amount of information available and translating it into simple terms, more complex information is 

unnecessary to secure substantial political support. We might hesitate to design an e-government 

system in this way – though we should be prepared for the potential of a counter-system operating in 

this fashion to push a point of view. 

Further exploration of emotive language was conducted by Tan, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil & 

Lee, (2016), in an examination of the online forum “Change My View” on reddit.com, which allows 

users to submit a position and invite counterargument from other users. The authors found that most 

participants were unsuccessful in changing the view of the original user, but that more successful 

arguments were likely to exhibit common characteristics. 

Characteristics of arguments include: 

• Arousal (words which are more likely to reflect intense emotion) 

• Concreteness (words which denote something perceptible rather than concepts) 

• Dominance (the decree of control expressed by words) 

• Valance (how “pleasant” words are)  

More successful arguments exhibited progressively more arousal, dominance and valance 

through continued discussion, but began and ended with less concreteness. Opening up discussion and 

drawing conclusions with a degree of hedging may allow participants to create space for discussion 

and later invite support of a conclusion, rather than commanding it. 

The ability to precisely target individuals is already in evidence in political campaigns around 

the world, and is both potentially beneficial to a digital government system, and open to abuse. 

Chester & Montgomery (2017) urge the creation of enforceable best practices to “ensure that digital 

technology enhances democratic institutions, without undermining their fundamental goals.” 

Despite the common perception that digital and social media is largely behind growing partisan 

polarisation, Boxell, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2017) found that polarisation has increased the most in 

populations that are least likely to use the Internet and social media. 
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Political chatbots 

Openly political chatbots are uncommon, but chatbots that are not openly declared as either 

politically oriented or as chatbots are numerous on some platforms, such as Twitter, where they are 

heavily engaged in sharing links to external media (Wojcik, Messing, Smith, Raine, & Hitlin, 2018). 

Undeclared politically oriented chatbots have the potential to significantly affect public opinion 

by controlling public discourse in online spaces. Twitter has closed millions of accounts suspected to 

be controlled by undeclared chatbots (Neudert, 2018). 

The undeclared nature of political chatbots may be a factor in allowing them to influence public 

discourse, by posing as ordinary commenters rather than agents with an agenda. Some commentators 

regard chatbots as a potential threat to political discourse because of their lack of transparency and 

regulation, and potential to engage with and influence large numbers of people (Susskind, 2018). A 

small number of openly political chatbots have received popular attention (Prakash, 2018), but do not 

have the reach of the much larger number of undeclared chatbots. 

Chatbots and natural language interfaces presently depend on large volumes of interaction data, 

but misinterpretation is common despite the availability of huge data sets. Even the most sophisticated 

chatbots tend to break down in longer conversation threads, as they are unable to appropriately relate 

to prior conversation. Accordingly, chatbot design tends to focus on driving users towards specific 

goals and conversation pathways, while providing acceptable responses to recover the conversation in 

the event of misunderstanding (Følstad & Brandtzæg, 2017). 

A conceptual design that abstracts frameworks and goal may address some of these challenges 

(Telang, Kalia, Vukovic, Pandita, & Singh 2018). Dividing the functions of a chatbot into sub-

functions that work together in order to achieve their goals has the potential to allow for longer 

conversation threads to be maintained coherently, and for the chatbot to continue to shepherd users 

towards desired goals in the event of misunderstanding. 
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Conclusions 

The existing literature suggests the use of chatbots and digital personae for political purposes 

has several challenges to contend with. To sustain engagement, these systems must be meaningfully 

coupled to political activity, and must deliver visible results from citizen participation. Participation 

can be facilitated through employing techniques developed for prior systems, including triage, 

translation, layering and indexing of information. The potential use of chatbots or artificially 

intelligent systems to communicate information through a conversational approach has not been well 

explored in the literature and may present an avenue that circumvents the challenges of moderation 

experienced in previous explored systems. 

If such a political chatbot were to produce a large volume of meaningful output, we would then 

have other considerations: who will determine how citizen’s contributions are interpreted, analysed 

and weighted; how can they be incorporated into decision-making, and how will technology be used 

to sort, analyse and summarise contributions? These questions represent an important avenue for 

future research as more complex systems for e-government are developed. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Analysis of existing digital personae 

The literature review highlighted that few examples of political chatbots are presently 

operational. However, many politicians and political parties are active on multiple digital platforms 

and are essentially operating digital political personae as extensions of their real-world identities. This 

provides an opportunity to examine digital political discourse to determine potential design factors. 

Several platforms were considered for analysis. While Facebook is a common platform used by 

most politicians and political parties, an examination of the Facebook pages of several major 

politicians and parties did not yield large amounts of conversation data, with use focused around 

campaigning, policies, legislation and events. YouTube and Instagram accounts examined were 

similarly focused on promotion and had low levels of conversational engagement. Twitter was 

selected for more detailed examination of digital political conversation, because political users engage 

in back-and-forth conversation much more often than on the other platforms examined, and because 

of the large number of public exchanges available for analysis from a range of political figures and 

parties. 

Twitter’s REST api (Twitter Inc., 2020a) allows for large volumes of tweets to be retrieved in 

formats that can be readily analysed in open-source applications such as RStudio (Mishra, Khanna, 

Kumar, & Sinha, 2017). A data corpus was assembled by sampling tweets from multiple political 

Twitter accounts. Accounts were specifically selected to cover broad political territory, including 

politicians from each of New Zealand and America’s major political parties. Both “high-profile” 

(>1m followers) and “low-profile” (<1m followers ) accounts were included in the sample. 

Detailed examination of the data corpus generated through bulk sampling of tweets revealed 

several issues that affect the utility of using this methodology to inform conversation design. The 

initial intent of the study was to use a combination of sentiment analysis (Cresswell, 2009) and 

content analysis (Leavy & Prior, 2014) to inform the development of an interaction scenario. The 

limitations of available tools in conducting a robust sentiment analysis led to greater focus on content 

and thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2012). 

The sampled tweets were coded and grouped according to common themes that were identified. 

This approach yielded clear themes from analysis of just a few hundred tweets from the personae 

selected to compile the data corpus. While strong themes were readily identifiable through manual 

coding of responses, we do not consider that the sample is sufficiently robust to make quantitative 

claims about the relative prevalence of these themes across political conversation on Twitter. 

Variation in thematic prevalence was observed between personae which could be considered to have 

similar political leanings. Coupled with the subjective nature of assigning conservative-leaning versus 

progressive-leaning labels to sampled accounts, we consider that this observation would make 

attempts to support conclusions such as “conservative leaning Twitter accounts attract more 

“praise/insult” type responses to posts” unsafe. 

Accordingly, quantitative methods were not employed. 
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3.1.1 Sentiment misclassification 

A sentiment analysis package employing a dictionary approach was used to analyse tweets 

containing specific hashtags and @usernames, as well as tweets and replies associated with the 

accounts of prominent politicians. The dictionary approach to sentiment classification employed 

aggregates the pre-defined sentiment scores of non-common words in a conversation fragment such as 

a tweet in order to generate a positive or negative overall sentiment classification (Goyal & Kakkar, 

2019). 

A detailed examination of the resulting classifications showed that the sentiment package 

consistently misclassified tweets. For example, the following tweet was classified as neutral to 

positive, whereas in context it would be understandable to a human as negative: 

“@BernieSanders my Oakland landlord showed up one day and doubled the rent. "If you 

can pay it you can stay. If not I have people waiting.” 

Bakliwal et al. (2013) describe classification of political tweets as challenging because of the 

frequent use of sarcasm, comparative expressions, domain-specific terminology and inferred 

sentiment from otherwise neutral conversation. Responses that combined two or more of the common 

forms of exchange described in Figure 1 proved particularly challenging for accurate sentiment 

analysis. 

The weightings ascribed to words vary depending on the sentiment lexicon employed. 

However, the misclassification described by Bakliwal et al. (2013) was expected to similarly apply to 

different lexicons, because they are primarily caused by the effects of context and inference that are 

not tied to the raw sentiment score of words. Testing using a different sentiment lexicon resulted in 

similar misclassification, confirming this hypothesis. Use of automated sentiment analysis was 

therefore disregarded in favour of manual coding and classification of conversation, as described in 

Cresswell (2009). A random purposeful approach was taken, analysing batches of 100 tweets or 

replies chosen at random from the selected accounts. 

 

3.1.2 Failure to engage 

The most common issue identified with using Twitter exchanges to inform conversation design 

is that sustained conversation on the platform appears rare, despite the greater prevalence of back-and-

forth exchanges compared to other social media platforms hosting political personae. Most exchanges 

between political personae and other users of the platform comprise a single statement and response. 

Shegloff and Sacks (1973) described adjacency pairs as a model for a unit of conversation, in 

which the second part of an adjacency pair responds to the first and effectively closes that part of the 

conversation. Littlejohn, Foss and Oetzel (2017) highlight a number of adjacency pairs, including 

assertion-assent/dissent, insult-response, and question-answer. 

Comparing sampled Twitter exchanges against common adjacency pairs revealed a high 

prevalence of “open” or “unclosed” exchanges between participants using the platform. Four common 

forms were identified through content analysis, shown in Figure 1. 
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Of the common forms of exchange identified, the only “closed” adjacency pair was an assertion 

followed by assent / dissent. This exchange naturally terminates – further engagement was rare in the 

responses sampled. Praise/insult is typically considered to be the opening of an adjacency pair, but in 

the tweets sampled this opening was typically left without a response, leaving the conversation 

effectively open. Questions that would be expected to elicit an answer to complete an adjacency pair 

were also overwhelmingly left without a response. Comments that invite the continuation of a 

conversation, but do not act as part of an adjacency pair, were also rarely responded to. 

 

Figure 1. Common forms observed in political exchanges on Twitter.  

The prevalence of different response types varied between political personae and between 

tweets from those personae, and also with overall engagement with the initiating tweet (as measured 

by number of responses). The most frequently observed pattern was that the proportion of simple 

“agreement / disagreement” or “praise / insult” responses increased as the total engagement with the 

initiating statement increased. This finding was not unexpected, as these types of responses are 

simpler to compose – hence initial statements that engender many responses are more likely to be 

ones that can be responded to with a simple statement of agreement or disagreement. 

Combinations of response types were frequently observed. Common instances of combined 

forms were agreement combined with praise or disagreement with insult, and rhetorical questions 

indicating disagreement or insults. 

Responses were classified as a “comment” when they expanded on the information contained in 

the original statement, and did not solely state agreement / disagreement or praise / insult for the 

originating persona (although comments were often combined with these response types). Non-

rhetorical questions were the least frequently observed interaction, and responses to either comments 

or questions were extremely uncommon (see Figure 2). 

Assertion. 

Assent / dissent. 

Statement. 

Statement. 

Comment. 

Statement. 

Question? 

Praise / insult. 
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Figure 2. Uncommon forms observed in political exchanges on Twitter. 

A second response from the originating persona was often followed by a subsequent comment 

or question when it was observed, but longer exchanges were not observed in the data corpus 

collected. This suggests that while digital personae on Twitter may have millions of followers and 

tens of thousands of replies to individual tweets, sustained conversation on the platform is rare. 

 

3.1.3 Off-topic replies 

Any response to an initial tweet that did not directly or tangentially engage with the subject 

matter of the tweet was considered to be an off-topic reply (see Figure 3). Purely off-topic replies 

were excluded from analysis when considering common forms of exchange (see Figure 1), though 

off-topic replies that also contained praise or insults for the originating persona were included. 

 

 

Figure 3. An off-topic reply to a political tweet 

For each of the individual accounts of political personae identified and examined, off-topic 

replies constituted a substantial fraction of all responses. While off-topic replies might be considered 

Statement. 

Comment. 

Statement. 

Question? 

Response. Answer. 
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to reduce the utility of data corpus analysis, they are an important metric of engagement in their own 

right. 

In the corpus examined, the proportion of off-topic replies varied between tweets and between 

personae. The number of off-topic replies varied in inverse proportion to the total engagement with 

the tweet; likely driven by the similarly observed proportion of simple responses increased as 

engagement with the initial tweet increased. 

 

3.1.4 Media tweets 

Tweets that either consist solely of an image or video, or of an image or video with 

accompanying text, were categorised as media tweets. Media tweets present a challenge to bulk 

analysis, as the media content cannot reliably be parsed by automated tools. The intent of media may 

be determinable from accompanying text, but the unreliability of sentiment analysis for political 

tweets described by Bakliwal et al. (2013) makes any inference as to the purpose of accompanying 

media unreliable. Media tweets also frequently occur without any accompanying text, which presents 

challenges to this type of analysis. 

Inclusion of media in tweets can improve the likelihood of the message being shared (or 

retweeted), particularly if the content is “news” that can be classified as negatively affecting (Hansen, 

Arvidsson, Neilsen, Colleoni, & Etter, 2011). This would appear to align with the goal of increased 

engagement and participation highlighted by Lukensmeyer (2017) for digital political tools. The 

previously identified failure to engage in real conversation would suggest that Lukensmeyer’s concern 

that broad engagement may come at the expense of higher-order participation is broadly correct – at 

least on Twitter. 

While images and some videos can be scraped in bulk using Twitter’s API, associating them 

with original responses and classifying the intent behind them was done manually to ensure accuracy. 

Media tweets were categorised into one of three types: informative, emotive and memetic. 

 

Informative media 

Informative media tweets use embedded media to convey additional information not contained 

within the text of the tweet itself. Informative media was found to commonly consist of videos or 

infographics produced by third parties, with fewer instances of this form of media post being created 

and shared directly by the accounts analysed. Informative media was found to be more commonly 

employed by the accounts sampled than by respondents. 

The use of informative media is not unexpected, as digital political personae act as a platform 

to communicate political positions and campaign information, which frequently requires more detail 

than can fit into a single tweet. 
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Figure 4. Examples of “informative” media tweets  

 

Emotive media 

Emotive media tweets use media to enhance or accentuate the primary message of the tweet. 

This media is distinct from informative media in that its primary purpose is not to provide 

information, but to elicit positive or negative feelings through the use of emotive imagery. 

Emotive media was found to be commonly employed by both the accounts sampled and by 

users responding to tweets. 

   

Figure 5. Examples of positive and negative “emotive” media tweets 

 

Memetic media 

Memetic media content may also be informative or emotive, but its primary composition is the 

presentation of a simple idea, concept or piece of information in an impactful readily sharable format. 

Memetic content often follows a standard format known as an image macro, consisting of an image on 
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a black background, overlaid with white text. Image macros in particular are commonly referred to as 

memes, though any form of information or behaviour spreading through a population potentially 

qualifies as a meme. Short videos (typically between 10 and 30 seconds) and simple charts were other 

commonly observed forms of memetic media content.  

Classification of memetic media content is challenging. To some extent, any form of message 

that can act as a vehicle to convey as a unit of information may be considered a meme. For the 

purposes of this study memetic media was considered to comprise images following the popular 

image macro format, as well as images or short video focused on conveying an idea rather than solely 

conveying information or eliciting an emotional response. Significant overlap was observed with the 

other types of media identified. 

Memetic content was much more commonly observed in replies to political personae rather 

than originating with them. 

 

Figure 6. Example of memetic media content 

 

3.1.5 Third-party conversation 

Exchanges between users responding to a political persona are common on Twitter. These 

exchanges were not captured by bulk sampling tools used to assemble the data corpus, and so were 

not included in the analysis. 
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3.2 Interaction scenario development 

Long conversational exchanges may generally be more common on Twitter than in the 

observed sample of tweets on political accounts. Honey and Herring (2009) found that the median 

number of exchanges in conversations in randomly sampled tweets was 3, and the mean was 4.62. 

From the sampled exchanges between users and political personae no conversations longer than three 

messages were observed, suggesting again that the current paradigm for conversation with digital 

political personae is limited when compared to general conversation on the same platform. 

No prior work was identified that explicitly explored the difference in conversational factors 

between digital political conversation and more general conversation. Conversation design that 

explores this space is therefore breaking new ground. However, we note that some of the observed 

features of conversation with digital political personae are not necessarily caused by the type of 

conversation or the political nature of the personae. Limited conversational exchanges with any given 

respondent are to be expected when initiating comments attract thousands of responses, because a 

human-driven account would not have the time to exchange messages with more than a fraction of 

respondents. The existing conversational paradigm does not conform to the strategies identified for 

effective political communication identified in the literature review, highlighting the need for novel 

approaches to enhance conversation with commonly encountered digital political personae. 

A conversation design approach was required that would allow exploration of the factors 

identified through the analysis of political discourse on Twitter, and the prior work highlighted by the 

literature review. Commercially available chatbot tools were investigated for this purpose, because 

they allow for rapid prototyping, iteration and testing of conversational structures and language. 

Initial prototyping was undertaken in a simple custom environment that was able to select 

responses based on keywords in messages. While this prototyping confirmed the viability of using 

chatbot software to explore conversation design, it highlighted several critical requirements that 

would support effective use of such software. 

IBM Watson Assistant was adopted as a more comprehensive platform that would support 

complex conversation design. Watson Assistant’s primary advantage as a conversation design 

platform is its mature natural language processing capability, and associated ability to perform fuzzy 

matching of intents and entities. Watson Assistant was linked to a Facebook Messenger bot to enable 

testing of the conversation design developed, although the chatbot can be linked to and accessed from 

multiple platforms. 

Chatbot solutions allow for database queries or business processes to be activated by users 

through a conversational interface, with the chatbot software – in this case Watson Assistant – 

interpreting the input and responding with the appropriate information from a database. An example 

architecture design is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Sample architecture diagram for integrating Watson Assistant with other services 

(IBM, 2016). 

For the purpose of conversation design, post processing and integration with file repository or 

data services was not required. Design investigation was therefore confined to the pre-processing and 

Watson Assistant sections of Figure 7. The natural language capabilities of the Watson Assistant 

service enable understanding user intent from a broad range of utterances, while only requiring 

limited examples. The tone analyser was also explored as a potential approach to generate sustained 

conversation.  

Interface effects, such as variation in the ability of digital political personae to employ colour 

and branding, were deemed out of scope for this study. Language translation and speech to text 

functionality of Watson Assistant were similarly were similarly excluded from detailed investigation, 

as they primarily affect the user’s ability to interact with the persona, rather than the features of the 

persona itself. 

The communication channel employed by users may influence conversation, due to both 

interface effects and differences between user populations. Population effects are beyond the scope of 

this digital conversation design study, though the conversation design concepts explored can 

potentially provide a vehicle to investigate differences between user populations of different channels. 
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4. Design findings 

4.1 Derived design criteria 

This thesis set out to determine novel methods for conversation design for digital political 

personae based on a review of the existing literature and analysis of existing examples of digital 

personae. Analysis of political discourse on Twitter was considered in the context of the information 

gathered during the literature review to derive criteria to explore during conversation design. In order 

to maintain a focus on conversation design, other factors that might affect user interactions such as 

branding and platform effects were held neutral and constant where possible.  

Content analysis of existing digital political personae on Twitter revealed that while 

engagement with personae appeared to be high, sustained conversation was extremely rare. Several 

apparent limitations of the prevailing paradigm for communication employed by digital political 

personae were identified. Other design factors, such as the impact of channel, format and branding on 

user engagement and perception, were excluded from consideration for the purposes of this research. 

 

4.1.1 Sustained conversation 

The most significant limitation to political discourse on Twitter under the present paradigm is 

the lack of sustained conversation; most exchanges are limited to a single statement and reply. A 

significant volume of user responses to political personae comprise low-effort positive or negative 

affirmations, praise, or insults. While conversation may terminate naturally following these responses, 

each of these rapid terminations represents failed potential to continue the conversation and generate 

additional engagement and participation that are typically a common aim for digital political tools 

(Lukensmeyer, 2017). 

Consequently, conversation design should meet the design criteria of generating sustained 

conversation that supports deeper engagement and participation. 

 

4.1.2 Closed conversation 

Almost all exchanges sampled between political personae and other users are short, and many 

do not experience “closure” – the conversational exchange does not terminate at a satisfactory point, 

with more dialogue implied by the state of the conversation but never realised. The existing personae 

sampled on Twitter almost never respond to public messages or questions, whether or not they 

originate with another user or are asked in response to an initiating message from the persona. This 

leaves a significant number of exchanges without closure. 

Ending a conversation part-way through an exchange might reasonably be expected to be 

unsatisfying for participants. Where possible, conversation should be structured so that conversations 

on a given topic reach an appropriate endpoint. 
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4.1.3 Triage, translation and layering 

Despite the limitations observed in conversational exchange on Twitter, the structuring of 

information presented in tweets by political personae closely matched several of the interventions 

identified by Solivan and Farina (2013) to reduce barriers to participation in political discussion. 

Twitter’s low character limit of 280 characters promotes triage and translation mechanisms that limit 

dialogue to the most relevant information and encourage the use of simple, direct language. Political 

personae on Twitter were observed to frequently make use of external links and videos, creating 

layered access to information that allows users to pursue additional information if desired. 

Although Watson Assistant does not have the 280 character limit of Twitter, conversation 

exchanges should make use of simple language addressing only the most essential information, and 

should make use of hyperlinks to provide access to deeper information where possible. Replies should 

be limited to 280 characters to make the resulting conversation platform-agnostic; able to be 

published on Twitter or any other online platform. 

 

4.1.4 Tone and language 

Tan et al. (2016) identified emotive language as a key component of online discussion. 

Analysis of political discourse on Twitter has confirmed the use of emotive language dominates the 

most common forms of exchange (assent / dissent and praise / insult). 

The conversation design will endeavour to create a structure that allows for investigation of the 

impact of tone and language on participation and engagement. 

 

4.2 Conversation design iteration 

A framing scenario was chosen to inform conversation design iteration. A digital political 

persona was created with the intent of being able to hold a sustained conversation on climate change 

and the environment, while also being able to respond appropriately (but briefly) to other questions 

that may be asked outside of this primary conversation. Climate change was chosen as the primary 

topic because many examples of dialogue on the topic were observed in the exchanges sampled from 

Twitter, and there were a range of commonalities and disagreements in expressed views that must be 

accounted for. 

Conversation design approaches were developed through iterations of this scenario to address 

the design criteria developed through examination of the literature and existing digital political 

personae. During each iteration, the conversation design was tested using sample user dialogue similar 

to the comments observed on Twitter. Comments were also selected at random from the complete set 

of all scraped Twitter comments to test the response of the persona to different topics. Persona 

responses were limited to 280 characters in order to make the resulting conversation “platform 

agnostic” – the chatbot software underpinning the conversation could potentially be linked to any 

digital platform. 
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4.2.1 Approaches for sustaining conversation 

Establishing focused user intents and dialogues 

Initial conversation design covered a small number of potential exchanges relating to climate 

change. These exchanges typically involved the digital persona responding to questions about climate 

change. User utterances were based on common queries and statements observed on Twitter when 

scraping political tweets about climate change. These utterances were grouped into intents, each of 

which triggered a dialogue response when detected. 

Watson Assistant’s natural language processing was found to link many climate change related 

queries or statements to these intents, even where user statements were only loosely related to the 

existing utterances used as examples. Initial design iterations sought to take advantage of this 

capability, linking many user utterances to a limited number of responses (see Figure 9). Responses in 

this design iteration were necessarily simplistic, to ensure that they were loosely appropriate replies to 

multiple potential user utterances. Initial testing showed that this approach created a passable 

facsimile of existing conversations with digital personae sampled from Twitter, with the same 

limitations; exchanges were shallow, did not conclude cleanly, and in most cases would feel like 

participants were not directly engaging with one another. 

 

Figure 8. Initial prototype conversation linking multiple utterances to each response. 

A broader range of intents and responses was created to capture more potential queries, 

statements and responses. Intent segmentation within topics creates a significantly larger pool of 

required dialogues, but also enables more granular engagement with users, expanding the potential for 

longer or more detailed exchanges. In early iterations, the utterances shown in Figure 8 were all 

linked to the same intent, and so would trigger the same response. However, the utterances in group A 

are statements with a negative sentiment, while the utterances in group B and C are queries with a 

neutral sentiment, with narrow topic focus in group B and broad topic focus in group C. Associating 
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these utterances with three separate intents allows for conversation that more closely addresses user 

intent, in addition to providing more options for sustained conversation. 

 

Figure 9. Intent segmentation within topics. 

Establishing a broad range of focused user intents and response enabled specific responses to 

many queries in a specific topic. However, the persona gave a generic response to any questions 

outside this topic. 

Extra-topic responses 

In order to explore the effort required to create a more “rounded” persona, intents and responses 

were defined outside the primary topic. Additional responses enhance the overall utility of the 

persona, as well as making it more human-like which may further increase the perceived utility (Reitz, 

Benke, & Maedche, 2019).  Intents and responses were informed by the dataset scraped from Twitter, 

as well as user queries collected during the ‘Sam: Virtual Politician’ project (Langelaar et al., 2017). 

Creation of responses outside the primary topic have the effect of making the persona more 

human-like by preventing repetition of a standard response when extra-topic intents are detected. This 

approach also enables sustained (though limited) conversation outside of the primary topic. Intents 

were bulk-created by generating a series of standard utterances and using variable substitution on the 

key words in each utterance. The resulting set of intents could be directly uploaded to the chatbot 

software. 

Combined with topic-specific dialogues, the effect observed in iteration was to create a persona 

that was able to respond to a large number of user utterances with an appropriate response, as shown 

in Figure 10. This design iteration was able to sustain longer simulated conversation – provided users 

continued to ask questions that would trigger new responses. The “failure to engage” problem 

identified in analysis of existing personae was only partially addressed by this approach: while the 

designed persona actively responds in a way that most existing digital personae do not, it is still 

limited to a single statement and response in any on exchange. Longer exchanges on the same broad 

topic are effectively a sequence of two-part exchanges triggered in sequence by the user. 
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Figure 10. Individual responses to a large number of user utterances. 

Dialogue chains 

The limitations identified in the iteration shown in Figure 10 informed the development of 

longer dialogue chains. Dialogue chains were created using queries or linking statements to prompt 

additional responses on the same topic, enabling more detailed conversation to occur. When questions 

could be answered in multiple ways (for example Yes / No), multiple branching responses could be 

created where appropriate. An example of a query-based dialogue chain is shown in Figure 11. 

 

 Figure 11. Example branching dialogue chain following a query. 

Dialogue chains were primarily extended using the “question-answer” adjacency pair identified 

by Littlejohn, Foss and Oetzel (2017), but use of the “challenge-response” adjacency pair was also 

explored. After asking for a user’s opinion on the previous statement, the conversation was extended 
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in one of three ways: if the user agreed with the statement, an acknowledgement was given and the 

conversation moved onto the next topic; if the user disagreed with the statement, the persona 

challenged the user to provide justification; if the intent of the user could not be determined, the 

persona used a non-committal statement to prompt elaboration. The effectiveness of this approach 

was strongly dependent on the ability of the natural language processing capability of the chatbot 

software to correctly determine the intent of the user. 

 

Figure 12. Example dialogue tree incorporating a “challenge-response” adjacency pair. 

Digressions 

Extra-topic or off-topic responses were a commonly observed feature of exchanges with 

existing digital political personae. During dialogue chains, the chatbot searches for specific intents to 

trigger the next dialogue in the chain – off-topic responses were set to trigger a standard unknown 

response. Testing with this configuration revealed that it was impossible to effectively break out of 

dialogue chains without a mechanism to effectively address off-topic responses. 

Dialogue nodes in Watson Assistant allow for both inbound and outbound digressions. This 

enables conversation design that allows digressions out of a dialogue chain (by allowing outbound 

digressions), while preventing users from jumping into the middle of a dialogue chain (by forbidding 

inbound digressions). Digressions were found to present a natural approach for effectively layering 

information, as described by Solivan and Farina (2013). 

For example, a user might be in the middle of a dialogue chain about emissions targets for 

greenhouse gases, but might ask the question “What are the effects if we do nothing about global 

warming?” The chatbot software can digress to an appropriate dialogue to answer this question, 

before returning to the original dialogue chain, or closing the conversation if a return was not enabled. 

Additional dialogue was added to inform users that they were returning to the original dialogue chain 

when this occurred. An example dialogue tree showing a digression structure is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Example dialogue tree incorporating a digression. 

The ability of the chatbot software to handle digressions had a notable limitation: conversation could 

continue to digress away from the primary dialogue chain but would always eventually return to the 

initial conversation if permitted. Return could be controlled based on user choice within the digression 

(“Do you want to go back to the previous topic?”), but this choice would need to be created and 

triggered for each potential dialogue with inbound digression. Consequently, this facility was not 

incorporated into the conversation design. 

Alternate responses 

Reitz et al. (2019) found that anthropomorphic features positively influence user perception of 

chatbots, especially in terms of perceived utility. When considering conversation design for digital 

political personae, user perception of the persona is an important consideration. Repetitious responses 

may heighten the feeling that a user is talking to low-value entity that has little to offer. While the 

artificial nature of the persona would not be hidden from the user, the ability to vary responses in a 

humanlike way is likely to improve user perception of the persona and promote engagement. 

 

Figure 14. Alternate responses for commonly used dialogue. 
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In situations where responses are public, such as on Twitter or other social media, variation in 

responses would be particularly important in preventing the persona from displaying large numbers of 

identical messages. Alternate responses were therefore developed and included for frequently 

encountered dialogues (see Figure 14). Alternate responses were considered for more complex 

dialogue, but variation of vocabulary and sentence structure in complex dialogue was deemed to have 

potentially unexpected impacts on tone and meaning, so this was not attempted. 

 

4.2.2 Approaches for closing conversation 

Many political exchanges observed in the dataset scraped from Twitter did not experience 

closure – questions were frequently unanswered, and statements were not addressed. Design iterations 

endeavoured to close any dialogue that did not lead to further conversation to improve user experience 

interacting with the persona. 

Closing dialogue chains 

Dialogue chains were closed when there were no other responses included in the chain. The 

persona was programmed to thank the user for the comments, perspective or question, effectively 

closing the chain by not inviting any more responses from the user on the topic. 

While the goal was to terminate the dialogue chain, it was not necessary to also close the whole 

conversation. Asking “Was there anything else you wanted to talk about?” enables the overall 

conversation to be sustained, even after the user has closed a dialogue chain. 

Extra-topic responses 

The extra-topic responses developed during iteration enable more exchanges to close 

satisfactorily, in addition to supporting digressions and presenting the appearance of a more well-

rounded persona. Extra topic responses enable the persona to more effectively close many of the types 

of dead-end exchanges observed during sampling of political conversations on Twitter, by responding 

to questions or opinions that might otherwise go unanswered. 

The “digital psychiatrist” approach 

Extra-topic responses can be relied upon to close many common exchanges, but the nearly 

limitless range of potential exchanges users may engage in makes pre-empting all of them with 

scripted dialogues impossible. The default approach employed by the Watson Assistant software 

when handling unknown utterances is to respond that the input is not recognised, and attempt to steer 

the user towards a topic or dialogue where responses have been defined. This approach was primarily 

employed, with variations in this default response reducing the potential instances of repetition. 

A secondary approach was also developed to see if a more meaningful conversation could be 

simulated without the digital persona understanding the topic. When encountering an unrecognised 

utterance, the persona would indicate that the topic was not known to it, but would then ask the user to 

explain and elaborate. The user response could be parsed for emotive language, allowing the persona 
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to recognise a strong or neutral response and reply accordingly. An example dialogue chain is shown 

in Figure 15. 

The dialogue chain shown in Figure 15 includes variation in the persona responses, reducing 

the likelihood of dialogue repetition if the persona encountered multiple sequential unknown topics. 

Repeated testing with example dialogue found that this approach was of limited utility, because the 

structure of the predefined replies often did not match the variation possible in user utterances, 

leading to a discordant exchange that would be transparently artificial to the user. 

 

Figure 15. Alternate responses for commonly used dialogue. 

 

4.2.3 Incorporation of triage, translation and layering 

When developing a persona to sustain conversation, attention was paid to the cooperative 

principle of conversation as defined by the four Gricean maxims (Grice, 1975). 

1. Quantity: provide as much information as is needed and no more 

2. Quality: provide only true and accurate information that is supported by evidence 

3. Relation: remain relevant to the discussion 

4. Manner: be clear, brief, and unambiguous 

These maxims are aligned with the concepts of triage, translation and layering identified by Solivan 

and Farina (2013), and formed the basis of dialogue structuring. 

Triage 

Triage is related to the maxims of quantity and relation: limiting the information provided to 

the most relevant to the conversation. Early design iterations sought to link many different user 
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utterances on the same topic to a small number of responses, each of which contained enough 

information to at least partially address the initiating comment. The example shown in Figure 16 

shows the effect of this approach: the initial question is not directly addressed, and the user is 

overwhelmed by a large amount of information that is unlikely to encourage sustained engagement. 

 

Figure 16. Example of a lengthy response that was later separated into multiple responses. 

As previously discussed in section 4.2.1, multiple intents and dialogues were established to 

encourage sustain conversation and increase the relevance of each response to the initiating user 

utterance. Responses were restricted to 280 characters in most instances, to enable the resulting 

persona to be deployed to all common platforms including Twitter, which at the time of development 

maintains 280 character limit for each comment. 

Chained comments as shown in Figure 16 enable this limit to be circumvented, but this form of 

exchange was rarely observed on Twitter, and is often frowned upon as a form of “conversational 

assault” on the user, known colloquially as a “Tweetstorm” (Merriam-Webster, 2019). Accordingly, 

this was avoided wherever possible, and only employed where all relevant information could not 

reasonably be contained within 280 characters. 

Translation 

Translation as defined by Solivan and Farina (2013) involves simplifying information to make 

it as accessible and understandable as possible, relating to the Gricean maxim of manner – being 

clear, brief and unambiguous. 

Constraining responses to 280 characters had an unintended side-effect: the language of 

persona responses became increasingly complex in order to convey more information in a smaller 

number of words. A web-based tool was used to analyse persona responses against the Common 

European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) (University of Cambridge Local 

Examinations Syndicate, 2020). 
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Analysis found that the CEFR level of the prototype persona responses was generally in the 

highest category, which had the potential to limit the accessibility of the conversation to users with 

lower language proficiency. A loose analysis of a selection of the tweets sampled in the analysis of 

existing digital political personae found that they generally exhibited a middling CEFR score, though 

there were marked differences in the CEFR score between personae in the sample of tweets examined. 

Attempts were made to limit the use of complex language in order to reduce the CEFR level of 

the dialogue, though this was only partially successful. Ultimately, it was found to be difficult to 

separate the communication style of the conversation designer from the persona itself. Simple 

language may or may not be desirable – as discovered in the examination of existing tweets, some 

digital political personae consistently employ more complex language than others. We chose to accept 

a level of increased complexity in the dialogue as a feature of the persona, while still aiming to reduce 

complexity as far as possible. 

Layering 

Layering makes more complex information available beyond the initial dialogue. Layering is 

essential to fully meet the Gricean maxim of quality, because self-imposed character limits make 

providing comprehensive information and supporting evidence challenging. Several mechanisms were 

examined that enable layering within digital conversation.  

The conversation chains developed to sustain conversation present an opportunity to layer 

information at a high level: an initial response to a topic can lead to multiple follow-up dialogues that 

address other aspects of the subject. However, if further responses are limited to the same 280 

characters this limits the amount of layered information that can be conveyed. While multiple 

responses can be presented together to provide more information, this approach can break the flow of 

the conversation, as seen when considering triage of information in Figure 16. As a result, this 

approach was not considered effective. 

As seen in the examination of media tweets in section 3.1.4, images and video are frequently 

embedded into responses by existing digital political personae to provide additional information. 

Watson Assistant supports embedding of images and video into responses, as do most common social 

media platforms that might be linked to the chatbot persona. During conversation design iteration, 

images and video were embedded into responses where appropriate to the conversation topic. 

Inclusion of hyperlinks to web pages and articles represents another common form of layering. 

Unlike embedded images and video, hyperlinks may count against character limits on platforms like 

Twitter. Twitter uses a link shortening service to automatically reduce the length of hyperlinks 

(Twitter Inc., 2020b); this supports the creation of dialogue that includes hyperlinks because it 

provides a consistent mechanism for reducing the length of links. This was the most commonly used 

approach for layering information that was employed during conversation design iteration, because it 

allowed for direct linking to detailed sources for information discussed in dialogue (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 17. Dialogue including a hyperlink providing layered access to information 

 

4.2.4 Modifying tone and language to suit audience 

Structuring the conversation design to respond individual characteristics of the user was the 

most challenging concept investigated. To accomplish this, the user was asked their political leaning 

during the initial exchange with the persona, and was given three options to choose from: “lean 

conservative,” “lean liberal,” and “somewhere in the middle.” This information was captured and 

stored in an entity during in an entity during this exchange. 

When the user triggered subsequent dialogues with the persona, the reply could be set to vary 

based on the user’s self-identified political leaning. This effectively enables a tailored response to be 

provided to different types of users, provided they can be identified. Tailored responses were limited 

to the topic of global warming. Users who identified as “lean conservative” received responses that 

described the impact on business, while users who identified as “lean liberal” received responses that 

described the impact on the environment.  

The utility of this capability warrants more detailed investigation. A digital political persona 

that panders to its audience may not be desirable, but the ability to frame information in language that 

is accessible to the audience certainly is. Feinberg & Willer (2015) found that arguments are more 

effective in political debate when they are reframed to match the moral framework of the audience. 

While the variations employed in this design research were crude proxies that reflect the personal 

biases of the researcher, investigation into framing responses to generate desired outcomes from target 

populations presents an avenue to use these design outputs to reach, engage and inform people with 

differing political perspectives. 

A user’s political leaning was not the only information that was captured: the chatbot software 

also has the capability to ask and store a user’s name, allowing the persona to address them personally 

in later dialogues. However, many dialogues already employed the maximum number of characters 

implemented in earlier iterations, limiting the number of dialogues where the user’s name could be 

employed without breaking dialogue into multiple responses. 
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Figure 18. A dialogue chain that generates a tailored response to a user utterance based on 

information collected about the user during an initial exchange. 

 

4.2.5 Final design output 

The final design output builds on the conceptual framework described by Telang et al. (2018) to 

specifically address the design criteria identified for conversation design with digital political 

personae. A simplified representation of the final conversation design is shown in Figure 19. An 

example conversation is presented in Appendix A. The conversation design employs a base of short 

responses to multiple types of exchange to support a smaller number of rich dialogue chains that 

allow for longer conversation on one or more specific topics. 

Dialogues both embed and employ links to external media and websites, providing access to 

more detailed information while maintaining conversation flow. Digression between dialogue chains 

and shorter responses allows discussion of the main topic to pause and resume naturally. An initiating 

exchange gathers limited information about the user’s political views, enabling subsequent responses 

to be tailored to address these views. Responses may also be tailored based on the use of emotive 

language by the user, enabling the chatbot persona to modify conversational tone in response to user 

sentiment. When a given exchange is complete conversation terminates naturally: a user’s final 

utterance is not left unanswered.
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Figure 19. Conversation design for a chatbot-based digital political persona.  Variables prefaced by $ symbols indicate information collection; those 

prefaced by @ symbols indicate where previously stored information may be used to vary responses. Conversation chains may be longer than those shown, 

and may employ some, all or none of the indicated variables depending on the topic.
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Limitations 

5.1.1 Social media analytics 

The analysis of existing digital political personae was affected by limitations placed on the 

APIs used to sample tweets (Twitter Inc., 2020a). Twitter only supports the return of 3,200 of the 

most recent tweets from a user’s timeline, which limits the bulk collection of tweets for analysis from 

a single account. Datasets could be scraped from multiple accounts to yield a large overall dataset, but 

this restriction effectively prevents bulk sampling of historical tweets. 

Limitations to bulk sampling were rendered irrelevant by further limitations uncovered in the 

use of bulk analysis tools on the collected dataset. The complexity and nuance inherent in political 

exchanges caused automated tools to struggle to accurately parse and categorise tweets. Sentiment 

analysis tools in particular were found to consistently misclassify tweets, leading to the decision to 

manually analyse and classify a smaller number of tweets in order to inform the development of 

conversation design principles. 

Manual examination of tweets uncovered further limitations in analysing conversations on 

social media. Scraping large numbers of tweets from a single user account does not accurately capture 

longer dialogue chains. While replies to specific tweets can be scraped by making adjustments to 

common API calls, capturing longer dialogue chains in bulk was not achieved during this research. 

While the subset of tweets that was manually coded was examined to identify longer dialogue chains, 

we cannot reliably comment on their prevalence in the wider dataset. 

A further limitation of examining open social media fora like Twitter to inform conversation 

design is that only public-facing comments can be scraped and analysed. Conversations that take 

place via private or direct message between participants are not be available to the researcher. Private 

exchanges may have a very different character to public exchanges, but there are obvious privacy 

implications around gaining access to such data. 

These limitations are common to anyone using social media to do research into digital 

conversation design. Ultimately, ownership or control of the channel would be required to enable 

access to complete datasets. 

 

5.1.2 Chatbot software 

Design iteration was constrained by the capabilities of publicly available chatbot software. Of 

the software considered for this research, the most common issues encountered derived from the 

limited interface available to the user. The chatbot platforms examined were found to be targeted at 

users with minimal coding experience, and so relied heavily on user-friendly graphic user interfaces 

(GUIs). 

However, allowing users to create intents and dialogues “with the touch of a button” often 

precludes development of more complex features or bulk actions. To create multiple intents and 
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dialogues requires significant manual effort if done directly through the interface of most chatbot 

platforms examined. IBM Watson Assistant has the capability to download, edit and upload intent, 

entity and dialogue files, which allowed for bulk editing and creation using variable substitution, but 

several alternative chatbot platforms explored, including the initial prototyping platform, did not have 

this capability. 

Linking dialogues into chains was particularly challenging, requiring manual creation of parent 

and child dialogues and linking rules at each step. Creating and editing dialogues in code rather than 

in the GUI was significantly faster, but the lack of an effective visual map of the conversation made it 

more challenging to keep track of parent and child dialogues in dialogue chains. No chatbot software 

examined featured an editor that showed both the full detail of the underlying code and a visual 

representation of the conversation at the same time. An example of the visual display of dialogue 

chains in IBM Watson Assistant is included in Appendix A. 

The pattern developed as the final design output of this research provide a framework that 

enables these limitations to be circumvented. By substituting dialogues and intents into the pattern 

developed, large number of complex exchanges may be quickly built. Control of the chatbot provides 

access to user dialogues that enable ongoing sampling of all conversations encountered by the 

persona, providing a potential mechanism for gathering large datasets of both public and semi-private 

conversation with a customisable digital persona. 

 

5.1.3 Conversation design 

Although the chatbot software employed in this research has many features that enable human-

like conversation, such as the ability to vary repeated responses and support digression from topics, its 

limits would still be apparent to most users engaged in a longer conversation. The natural language 

processing capabilities employed to determine user intent were found to be generally accurate, but 

confusion between similar intents on different topics was repeatedly observed during design iteration. 

‘Training’ the chatbot software by linking confused intents to the desired dialogue would be an 

ongoing requirement when employing a chatbot-driven persona for public conversation. 

Responses that employed generic dialogue to respond to unknown utterance also revealed the 

limits of conversation design using this system. Pre-defined response variations often did a poor job 

of responding appropriately to user dialogue, failing to differentiate reliably between types of 

statements and queries. Unknown dialogue about a city or country would typically require a different 

structure of response than dialogue about a person or concept, which was not possible with the 

approach employed. A potential avenue for improving the ability of the system to respond to 

unknown utterances would be to train the system to recognise types of object (such as a location, 

person or concept) and respond appropriately to the unknown object type. 

The most significant conversation design challenges concern the injection of the implicit tone 

and biases of the researcher into chatbot responses. As noted in section 4.2.3, the language employed 

during conversation design was at a higher level than may be desirable for accessibility by a broad 

audience. Repeated passes to simplify language were partially successful, but long-term use of a 

chatbot system would likely require continuous adjustment of the language employed to better reflect 

the requirements of its user base. 
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The ability to detect and respond to emotive language is a potentially powerful tool to engage 

users or change their views (Tan et al., 2016). However, this is another area where the emotional 

perspective of the researcher may be expected to affect the dialogue employed by the chatbot persona. 

The tone, language and emotional range of the persona might together be considered its “personality.” 

The impact of user perception of this personality on the overall reliability of the chatbot represents a 

potential topic for future research.  

The impact of researcher bias is particularly important when considering the approaches 

employed to tailor responses based on a user’s self-identified political leanings. While Feinberg & 

Willer (2015) found that re-framing information to match the moral framework of the recipient made 

it more likely that it would be accepted, such re-framing would be implicitly affected by the 

perspective of the conversation designer on those same moral frameworks. It may be challenging for 

the conversation designer to craft responses aligned with a moral framework that they do not share. 

Re-framing dialogue based on the political leanings of the user has potentially significant 

implications for a publicly deployed chatbot system because these variations would be swiftly 

discovered. Would a system that frames topics differently to conservatives and liberals be praised for 

savvy outreach, or criticised for insincere pandering? Given the rise in polarisation observed in some 

political climates (Boxell et al., 2017) it may be reasonable to assume the worst. 

 

5.2 Applications of this research 

The literature has much to say about the use of digital tools to both inform and drive political 

engagement, but thus far limited research has been devoted to the design of chatbot-driven digital 

personae to accomplish these activities. Investigation of existing conversation with digital political 

personae showed that the existing paradigm involves little genuine engagement between participants 

and does not make use of methodologies for robust political engagement identified in the literature. 

General wariness to openly develop automated systems that mimic human conversation for 

political purposes may be driven by the prevalence and perception of “bad bots” in online fora. 

Automated accounts on Twitter have been estimated to share over 40% of political links to external 

websites (Wojcik et al., 2018), and are key vectors for the spread of misinformation. These bots act 

within the existing paradigm, using mass link sharing to drive users to external content (Shao et al., 

2018). Using a conversational approach for a political chatbot-driven persona represents a novel 

approach for engaging users and sharing political information. 

The conversation design developed through this research has the capacity to sustain longer and 

more complex conversations than are typically observed in interactions with existing digital personae. 

Despite the decision to impose character limits on response length, the resulting conversation was able 

to incorporate media and external links that enabled layering of more complex information. As a 

result, the persona developed would be suitable for situations where conveying information on 

political topics requires application of the concepts of triage, translation and layering identified by 

Solivan and Farina (2013). The branching nature of the conversation, coupled with tightly constrained 

character limits in responses, further serves to prevent information overload for participants. 
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The platform-agnostic design enables the chatbot persona to be deployed to multiple digital 

platforms, including direct messaging applications, social media, and other websites. This prevents 

limited accessibility to the chatbot acting as a barrier to participation in political conversation, 

identified as a challenge for digital political systems in the literature (Collin, 2015). A further 

advantage of utilising existing platforms is that their use is familiar – understanding of new systems 

and rules are not required for citizens to engage with the persona. The automated nature of the system 

limits human involvement in maintaining conversations, potentially making it an effective tool for 

countering misinformation-spreading bots by disseminating reliable information to large numbers of 

people. 

The conversation design developed through this research specifically addresses the challenges 

evident in engaging in informed political conversation in digital spaces. Because the good practice 

approaches employed in this research are rooted in examination of the literature on tools for e-

governance, the conversation design developed may form a useful tool for informing and engaging 

citizens where a conversational approach is required. Future research could use the conversation 

approach developed here to test the applicability of these approaches in different situations and with 

different types of participant. 

The chatbot platform employed records users exchanges with the persona, allowing for large 

datasets of user interactions on political topics to be collected. This capability enables a wide range of 

future research opportunities, allowing for investigation of the political opinions of targeted 

demographics on specific topics. Utilisation of targeted chatbot-driven conversation has significant 

advantages over conventional approaches that sample social media, as utilised in this paper, because 

these approaches do not capture direct or private messages, and are limited by the capabilities of 

platform APIs in terms of the type and number of exchanges they can sample. With direct control 

over the channel, all responses can potentially be captured. A potentially valuable area of future 

research is the investigation of variation between “public” and “private” opinions in digital political 

spaces. 

This research did not explore the intersection between other factors that may affect user 

perception of the “brand personality” of the developed persona. These factors may include colour, 

branding, interface, and the platform that houses the persona. Modification of these factors is likely to 

influence user perception of the persona and may therefore influence conversation and behaviour 

(Aaker, 1997). Further investigation of these factors may inform their effect on user behaviour and 

allow this to be incorporated into the overall persona design. 

The utility of the conversation design developed here may not be limited to the political arena – 

future research might examine employing the approaches developed here in other areas, such as 

promoting or soliciting feedback on products and services. 
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6. Conclusion 

Effective political discourse employs approaches that engage and inform participants, while 

making political topics accessible at varied levels of understanding. Presentation of clear, relevant 

information coupled with the ability to explore layered information in more detail can inform 

participants without overwhelming them. Responding to and utilising emotive language can translate 

topics into accessible language in polarised environments. Employing these approaches may serve to 

insulate participants against polarising rhetoric and improve participation in the democratic process. 

Despite studies showing the effectiveness of these approaches, few tools have been developed that 

utilise them to positive effect. 

Political discourse in online spaces exhibits many of the negative consequences of failing to 

take account of these principles. Despite making and receiving large volumes of messages, extant 

political personae exhibit little true engagement with participants, with many exchanges shallow, 

limited, or receiving no response at all. 

Commercially available chatbot software can be used to create conversation-driven personae 

that incorporate good practice approaches for political discourse. The design derived through this 

research enables sustained, detailed conversation that flows naturally between topics and provides 

access to layered information through embedded hyperlinks and other media. Large volumes of 

conversation data may be collected through the application, giving it potential utility in surveying and 

polling participants as well as engaging and informing them. 

It is difficult to avoid the contention that the issues identified in the literature and examination 

of political exchanges on Twitter have become increasingly apparent during the period that this 

research was performed. The links between political polarisation in online and offline spaces seem no 

less strong today than they do than when this research was begun, amid continued erosion of political 

discourse on national and international stages. The grounding of this research in approaches for 

meaningful dialogue means that the conversation-driven system described here may offer a potential 

mechanism for addressing these challenges. 

The design outputs of this research address the limitations to engagement with digital political 

personae observed in existing online fora. While the resultant conversation design is geared towards 

this use case, it has not escaped the researcher’s notice that this design pattern may have similar utility 

in other scenarios where engaging and informing users via a conversational interface is desirable.  
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Appendix A 

 

Figure 20. Dialogue chains as show in the IMB Watson Assistant interface.
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Figure 21. A simulated user conversation involving the dialogue chains in Figure 20. This 

conversation includes a digression into the “water quality” sub-topic, which was the determined to be 

the closest match to a user utterance about pollution by the natural language processing capability of 

IBM Watson Assistant. Layering of information is accomplished with hyperlinks. These links are 

automatically shortened if the dialogue is posted on the Twitter platform. User responses are in 

white; detected intents are indicated by #. The chatbot can be “trained” if incorrect intents are 

detected by selecting the correct intent using the visible dropdown arrow to the right of each intent. 


